
Linguist’s Software Embedded-Font License Application
For Licensing Fonts to Embed in PDF, PFR, WEFT, or EPS Files

If you wish to license a Linguist’s Software/Payne Loving Trust language font to embed in Adobe® Acrobat™ PDF,
Bitstream® TrueDoc® PFR, Microsoft® WEFT, or EPS files please provide the following information for us to process
your request for a license. Complete this form as fully as possible and mail or fax it to us at the address/number given
below. We try to respond to faxed applications the same business day.

1. Name of the font(s) & styles (plain, bold, italic, bolditalic) you wish to embed in PDF, PFR WEFT, or EPS files.

2. Do you require permission to provide the embedded font(s) only to a commercial printer?
❑ Yes ❑ No

3. Do you require permission to distribute the embedded font(s) on the Internet or World Wide Web?
❑ Yes ❑ No
If so, in what format?
❑ Embedded in PDF files ❑ Embedded in PFR files ❑ Embedded in WEFT (.eot) files

4. Do you require permission to provide the embedded font(s) on CDs for distribution?
❑ Yes ❑ No

5. Please describe how and where you want to use embedded fonts and your intended audience. Explain any
restricted use which might reduce the fee.
Nature of Use:

Intended Audience: 

6. I have read and accept the following conditions for embedding fonts in PDF, PFR, WEFT, or EPS files.
❑ Yes ❑ No
a. A licensing fee must be paid. Usually this is an annual fee but in some cases it may be a one-time fee equal
to four times the annual fee. For PDF files made only for provision to a commercial printer there is a $50 annual
fee that covers all the font styles in the product licensed. When PDF files are made available for download from
a website, or on CDs, there is a $50 per year fee for each style of each font licensed.
b. The font(s) may be embedded in PDF, PFR or WEFT files only if the fonts are subsetted so that only the
actual characters used in the file are embedded. (In some embedding software subsetting is an option you must
select, and is not turned on by default.) For security reasons these Linguist’s Software fonts may not be
embedded using any version of Acrobat prior to version 3.0, in any version of PDFWriter prior to version 4.0, or
in any other PDF, PFR or WEFT generator that you know makes files from which font data can be extracted.
c. Unless Linguist’s Software grants an exception, this font (these fonts) may be embedded in PDF, PFR or
WEFT files only if the following acknowledgement is included in a prominent place in each document
containing it (them): “The [e.g. Greek] font(s) used to publish this work is(are) available from
www.linguistsoftware.com, +1-425-775-1130.” Note that the web address must function as a live link to our web
site if the PDF, PFR or WEFT files are being distributed on the web.
d. If a tool becomes widely available that extracts embedded fonts, Linguist’s Software reserves the right to
require that only embedding software be used that is not at risk to such a tool.

7. Please provide the name and title of the person authorized to sign the Agreement (typically a principal) and the
name of the entity controlling production and distribution (with whom the Agreement is made), plus its address,
phone and fax numbers and email address.
Authorized Person:
Controlling Party:
Address:
Phone: Fax: Email:

Please return the completed form to phil@linguistsoftware.com
For questions call +1-425-775-1130


